S H U N T R E E - Vandalism
A tree is a perennial plant. Has roots, stem or trunk with or without leaves. Trees
often grow in groups & with other vegetation create a Forest. Forest's provide
habitat for creatures microscopic to big.
Trees reduce erosion & moderate climate. They remove carbon dioxide from the
air & store it in their tissues. They have a role in the maintenance of biodiversity
& a balanced ecosystem. Trees provide shade, timber for construction,...
Tropical rain-forest is the most bio-diverse habitat. Tropical rain-forests are the
lungs of our planet, Earth. Clear-cutting/burning to increase land for agriculture
is a threat to a healthy atmosphere. Another threat to trees are religious rituals.
There are 2 main forest types. The Taiga north of the tropic of Cancer. Tropical
rain-forest between Tropic of Cancer & Tropic Of Capricorn.
Forest destruction is to end. The reason for the destruction is not what matters.
The destruction is what matters.
The existing Forests especially the Taiga & Tropical rain-forest are to be
preserved. These Forests are essential for human well-being & survival.
Countries who have sovereign rights over these Forests need to protect these
Forests. Failure to do so results in accountable & replacement of Government. If
this fails Country looses it sovereign rights over Forests & international
community takes over.

ZERO TOLERANCE to Forest destruction ! ! !
Some Forest are replaced with single specie trees. This destroys biodiversity.
Christians replace bio-diversity with single specie trees (Christmas-trees). They
chop trees to celebrate the birthday of a dead false messiah.

Christians chop down 200 million Fir, Pine & Spruce a Year in a Tree vandalism orgy !
Christians are a collection of pagan-cults. Christians consistently abuse 1GOD's
creations. Deliberately they set out to vandalize the Planet. Insulting 1GOD.
Background: Christians celebrate a false messiah's birthday by putting a tree in
home, office... They give each other lots of presents. The tree, home & outside
building are decorated with electric lighting. For this celebration 200 million
Fir, Pine & Spruce are chopped down every year. Another 50 million trees are
chopped down for packaging & wrapping every year. ? tons of Coal is burned for
fancy electric-lighting. Billions in cash are spent on, Alcohol(binge drinking),
buying useless junk, Smoking, unhealthy food, violent-games & entertainment.

Increase in violence(Assault, Rape, killing, vandalism..), increase in gambling,
fraud, theft,...
Trees dry up to become garbage. Packaging is discarded to add to the garbage.
Councils are running out of landfill for the mountains of garbage.
The useless Junk ends up in boxes. The boxes clutter up attics, garages, rooms,...
This hoarding of Junk leads to wanting bigger homes.

Must Do
Stop Christian Tree Vandalism. Teach Christians environmental responsibility.
Plant a tree.
Shun Christian ways. Hold Christians accountable. Re-educate Christians.
Stop Christmas commercialism. Stop marketing & selling Alcohol, Smokes,
unhealthy food violent-games/entertainment & useless Junk. Cancel Christmas.
Stop creating so much garbage. Hold people accountable, for creating too much
rubbish. Be frugal about garbage.
Reduce energy usage. Do not use unnecessary lighting. Reduce cooling/heating
by wearing protective clothing.
Stop burning Coal. Replace Coal with non polluting energy (hydro, solar, wind,
waves). No Nuclear N!!!
Hoarding is a mental disorder. Hoarders need help. Give them medical help.
Custodian-Guardian celebrate Trees !
Trees are essential for our survival & well being. Be a Tree-Custodian. Plant a
tree.
A family gathers around a long lasting artificial tree. Which has been decorated,
singing, being merry & loving, giving each other presents(Tree-fruit only) then
sharing a meal. The tree stay's up until New Year's day. It is stored until next
year.

13.3.7. Tree day

Celebrations
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This is a Universe Custodian Guardians community service initiative.

